
The eHealth Record 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we begin the proceedings, I would like to acknowledge and pay respect to the traditional owners of the land on which we meet – the Kaurna pronounced “garna” people. And pay my respect to Elders past and present.  I would also like to extend that respect to Aboriginal or Torres Straight slander people with us todayMy name is Chris Mitchell – I’m leading the Adoption Benefits and Change team at NEHTA the National eHealth Transition AuthorityIntroductionI’ve been a rural GP for almost 25 years in a small town in Northern NSWSmall town general practice is a team sportAnd rural practice as you is all about a commitment to our communities Every day I see people falling through the gaps in our health system at its time for us to work together to close those gaps!While Australia enjoys on average, good and significantly improved health.With life expectancy of Australians is the second highest in the OECD. And we have made the greatest progress among developed countries in reducing preventable deaths before the age of 75. But it’s not all good news There is much more to do - our health system needs to perform far better for many in our society but particularly for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and forpeople living in rural and remote AustraliaUnless we consciously target hard to reach populations, like these, we will not achieve a better fairer and more equitable health systemRight now clinicians spend around a quarter of their time collecting information rather than treating patients.Continuity of care reduces this time and improves health outcomes Christopher Forrest published in the Journal of Family Practice evidence that there is a 50% reduction in out of hospital medical expenses if people have a regular place for care a “Medical Home” Forrest CB, Starfield B. The effect of first-contact care with primary care clinicians on ambulatory health care expenditures. J Fam Pract 1996;43:40-8And for patients in low socioeconomic communities suffering with chronic disease, a regular place for care “a medical home” results in a four-fold reduction in hospitalisation Bindman AB, Grumbach K, Osmond D, Komaromy M, Vranizan K, Luri N, et al. Preventable hospitalizations and access to health care. JAMA 1995;274:305-11.We can help support that home even if it’s a virtual one through the National eHealth Record a record that brings together summary information about a person in on place in a way that makes it easy for the person to share that information with others involved in their care 
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What’s new  

Consumer Registration 

Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I like to take you on a brief introduction to the Personally Controlled Electronic Health Record  now known as the eHealth RecordThis is what we will cover today A brief overview of the eHealth Record Some information on how to register as a consumer and as a provider and what you will see in the record  And introduce you too some new functionality will be available soon And if there is time I’m happy to answer questions. I’m also very happy to be available in the breaks for any questions too 



Principles of the eHealth record 
system  
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The PCEHR is primarily a vehicle 
for consumers to share key pieces 
of their health information with 
healthcare providers of their 
choice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets start with an overview of the systemThe eHealth Record is intended to put patients at the centre of their own healthcare. They determine whether or not they have a PCEHR (its opt-in), which providers can access it, and what information goes into it. The PCEHR is designed to make it easier for consumers to share information about their health with providers of their choice. It is designed to be easy for consumers to share and easy for clinicians to contribute to and access. 



Principles of the national eHealth 
record system  
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• Participation is  voluntary – “opt-in” 

• Provider access is controlled by the consumer 

• The electronic health (eHealth) record is not 
a replacement for local clinical information 
systems  

• The clinical component contains copies, not 
originals 

• The “source of truth” remains where it is 
today – in local clinical information systems 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first design principle is that the eHealth record is voluntary Anyone here from NSW Anyone used this it’s the NSW redbookIt has folders where you print out heath summaries, specialists letters discharge summaries and you fold them and file themThe eHealth record is just like the redbook, but you cant loose itJust like the redbook it will offer Provider access controlled by the consumer they don’t have to show it to providers if they don’t want to just like patients don’t have to tell providers about matters they want to keep confidential right now  It’s not a replacement for local clinical information systems  The clinical information in it is  copy of information already in the clinicians desktop solution and the  “source of truth” remains where it is today – in local clinical information systems If information needs to be changed or corrected it needs to be changed in the source system and then uploaded 



Is it a complete record? 
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• The record is not intended to hold a complete 
record of all progress notes 

• The record contain summary information that 
is deemed important to the ongoing care of 
an individual 

• Individuals may request that information not 
be held in their eHealth record 

• Individuals may limit access to certain classes 
of information  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The record is not intended to hold a complete record of all progress notesIt is not intended to be a clinical information system It’s a collection of summary information that is felt to be important to the ongoing care of an individual. The shared health summary, the discharge summary or summary of clinical eventsAnd individuals may request that information not be held in their eHealth record or limit access to this information



Consent model 
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• “Standing consent” to all providers to 
upload information  

• Consent to view established through 
Personal Access Controls 

– “General” access 

– “Restricted” access 

• Consent can be withdrawn for any event 

• Emergency access 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the patient has opted they are providing “standing consent” for all providers involved in their care to upload informationAs a provider you don’t have to ask each time to access or upload information the onus is on the consumer to ask you not to upload a documentAnd its important to understand that its opt in for providers too the provider is not compelled to upload informationIf people decide to have a record can choose general access or chose to restrict accessGeneral access is the default setting when patients register for an eHealth record General access  allows healthcare professionals involved in a patient’s care to access their record as part of providing carePeople can also restrict access to a particular document tooSo far 0.60% of active PCEHR records have access controls and only 0.32% of records have document controlsAnd access restriction is at a document level you can’t change a part of a document To access you will need a code or PIN from the patient And there is also provision for emergency access. Asserting emergency access is warranted where you believe that access to the information is necessary to lessen or prevent a serious threat to an individual’s life, health or safety and the patient’s consent cannot be obtained.  This might occur for example, if the patient is unconscious in ED Access to the record this way will release restricted documents but will trigger an audit log And patients can create settings to be notified by email or SMSNote: Restricted access settings allow an individual to choose who can access their eHealth record or documents in it.Note:  this was previously referred to in the Concept of Operations as ‘Limited Access’A document code is a code which may be used to restrict access to individual documents within an individual’s eHealth record.  Note: This was previously referred to as a ‘Limited document access code’ (LDAC) or ‘Provider Access Consent Code Extended’ (PACCX)



Provider Participation 
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Conformant Clinical Information System software 
• Your organisation will need a HPI-O and to be 

registered with the eHealth Record System 
• You will need your organisation’s permission for 

access 
• You will have read access, and you can upload to 

the eHealth record if you have a HPI-I 

Provider portal 
• To access the provider portal your 

organisation will need a HPI-O and to be 
registered with the PCEHR 

• You will need a HPI-I and an individual 
authentication token (NASH) 

• You will have read access 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For providers to participate in the national eHealth record system your organisation must be registered with the national eHealth record system and you need that organisations permission to access the recordTo access and contribute to the eHealth record system, you will need a conformant Clinical Information System (CIS).There is a list of this software on the NEHTA website nehta.gov.au We have good coverage for GP Clinical Information Systems like Genie, MD Best Practice etc with over 90% and we will soon have good coverage in a aged care (Leecare, AutumnCare, iCare, Data Consultants Australia and Silver Chain) and pharmacy sector too (FRED Retail, Simple Aquaris)In terms of hospitals all Jurisdictions plan to start sending discharge summaries to the PCEHR from at least some public hospitals within their jurisdiction by November 2013 (hospitals have an exception on a requirement for an HPI-I to send till 2014)For those without conformant software the eHealth record can also be accessed over a browser through the provider portalThe Provider Portal is a read and download only facility and will not enable you to contribute to the patient’s eHealth record. To both view and add information to your patient’s eHealth record you will need conformant Clinical Information System (CIS) desktop software.While some groups have advocated for read and right access through the provider portal the current policy position is the provider portal is read onlyWe are currently exploring the ability for providers to add limited information through the provider portal for the Child eHealth record for information such as head circumference, weights, heights and developmental data.Accessing the portal requires both the provider’s organisation to be registered and providers will need an HPI-I that holds an authorisation link to the your provider organisationAs a provider you will also need a token or smart cardright now  the CIS needs two certs one to access the HI service that’s the Medicare Cert and one to access the record that’s the Location Cert



Adding information to the 
eHealth record 
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Healthcare professional 

• Shared health summary 

• Event summary 

• Discharge summary 

• Referrals 

• Specialist letters 

• Diagnostic test results 

Medicare 

• Medicare Benefits Schedule  and 
Veterans’ Affairs Program 

• Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme and 
Repatriation PBS 

• Australian Childhood Immunisation 
Register 

• Australian Organ Donor Register 

Patient 

• Consumer entered health summary 

• Consumer entered notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PCEHR is set up for patients to share information with their heath care providersThe value of the record is dependent on the information available And this value will take time to grow and be realised. There are three document classesDocuments for Health Care Professionals, Documents from the patient and Documents from DHS Medicare Documents provided by Healthcare professional are:  Shared health summary an overview document based on the GP Health Summary it includes Medical History, Current Medicines, Allergies and intolerances and Vaccinations all fields are mandatory it can be uploaded by medical practitioners, registered nurses and registered Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander health workers  Event summary contains the same data set and observations but the fields are not mandatory and this document can be sent up by any health practitioner   Discharge summary  Referrals  Specialist letters  Diagnostic test results Patient entered data  Personal health summaryA personal health summary is a document created by the individual that includes medications and allergies/adverse reactions.  This section of the eHealth record is accessible by healthcare professionals (unlike the personal health notes)Note:  this was previously referred to as ‘consumer Entered Health Summary’ Personal health notesPersonal health notes is an area of the eHealth record that allows individuals to store private notes about their health. This can be considered their private health diary.  This section of the eHealth record is not accessible by healthcare professionals.Note:  this is referred to in the PCEHR Act 2012 as ‘consumer-only notes’And information form Medicare  Medicare Benefits Schedule  and Veterans’ Affairs Program Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme and Repatriation PBS Australian Childhood Immunisation Register Australian Organ Donor RegisterI will show you a little later what all this looks like in a record
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System Overview 

Provider Registration 

What’s new  

Consumer Registration 

Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So Consumer registration



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So wether you’re a provider or a consumer this is the site you need to go toeHealth.gov.auIts landing page for all things eHealth Record. Registration, Login, Education, Everything!From here as a consumer if you want to register you can link to the registration screenOn line you need to prove you are who you say you are with a range of questions There has been a lot of work to improve this registration experience and its fair to say it was initially it was pretty clunkyIt now takes less than 10 minutes to register on-line 



Registration Options  
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• Online ehealth.gov.au 

• Over the Phone 1800 723 471  

• In person at a Medicare Office 

• By post 

• Provider assisted Registration  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you want to register you have five options Online – by visiting ehealth.gov.auOver the phone – by calling 1800 723 471 In person – by visiting a Department of Human Services service centre offering  Medicare servicesIn writing – by completing  an application form, available from a Medicare office or from ehealth.gov.auAnd healthcare provider assisted registration  which can use either the 100 point check or can be based on a known customer modelAssisted registrations is really good as you are able to target patients who you believe will benefits most from a PCEHR

http://www.ehealth.gov.au/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This a chart of registration by these channelsRegistrations are now over XXXYou can see the vast majority of registrations have been online through the consumer portal that’s the blue area You can also see that the assisted registration tool is making a big impact that’s the green areaOf the 97,271 eHealth Records as at midnight on 3 April, 66% have been created via the Consumer Portal, 15% via the Admin Portal (that’s by phone and face to face at a Medicare office) and 19% via the Assisted Registration Tool (ART)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And in terms of rural registration  21.3% of all registration are from rural and remote Australia  so while we are under represented - given the early investment in eHealth sites has been predominantly metro, I think your will agree that rural registration at 21% is something we should feel proud about 



Screenshot of Tool (ART) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is what the Assisted Registration tool looks like I understand that there is a team of people here today running the registration tool at the DoHA booth during the conference so if your not already registered now is a chance to try it out



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once your registered you can open a recordHow cool is that 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is what the record looks like as a consumerEvery record is real there are no test patients in the record This is mineThis is the consumer view it’s orange There are a range of access controls on the left and that’s how I can restrict access if I chose
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System Overview 

Provider Registration 

What’s new  

Consumer Registration 

Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets talk about provider registrationLets be clear we are really only at the start of the registration journeyAt midnight on the 3 AprilThere are 1,794 healthcare organisations (HPI-Os) registered in the PCEHR SystemThere are 2,213 individual providers (HPI-Is) registeredProviders don’t need to register separately unless they access the record through a clinical information system 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
All the info you need as a provider looking to register can be found at eHealth.gov.auWhat you need to know before you startHow to registerHow to access the systemThere are three steps to registeringStep one is prepare Read the guidebook and visit the learning centre



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step two is register Seed organisations are the typical for a general practice a community allied health providerNetworks are for more complicated structures networks sit under a seed examples might be branch practices with separate clinical information systems, Hospitals departments  say a sexual health clinic as part of a hospital outpatients The aim is to create structures that make sense for consumers looking at which organisations have accessed their recordAgain there is advice on the eHealtyh.gov.au website NEHTA also provides advice on its website nehta.gov.au with some scenarios that are pretty helpfulAnd you Medicare Local can offer support too



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then you access it either through your clinical information system or you can access the record over a browser using the provider portal 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you want to access through the portal you need one of these This is the card you need to access via the portalIf your using a clinical information system you don’t need itBut if your in a rural hospital like mine you might not have that integration this year and the portal provides a lot of useful information 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You put you card into a card reader then access the record through the portal at eHealth.gov.au But first your organisation must be registered and have given permission for you to access the record by authorising your access There is information how to do this on ehealth.gov.au



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And I’m in 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m using my National Authentication System for Health or NASH certificate and I need to select which one I want to use You can use either they both work they have slightly different functionality but both are able to access the eHealth record



Presenter
Presentation Notes
My hospital isn’t registered yet but if you get more than one choice you need to pick the correct one for the patient your seeingOn the audit log the patient will see the organisation so it needs to be in context 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though the portal you need to look up the personYou will need an exact matchNameDate of BirthSexMedicare Card Number From this screen you can assert emergency access also



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And you get this viewViews from the provider portal are blueThis is the MBS screen Mine is maybe a bit boring but the MBS data can be really helpful as can be the PBS data which=h contains information on 75% of prescriptions and is available from day one and at the time of registering you can load the previous two years of information also And can be loaded up from day one of the record to include information form the last 2 years 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the shared health summary I showed you before from the consumer viewIf there is now information loaded to the record since the last shared health summary it is loaded above the summaryWhen the summary is updated it move to the top of the screen again



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can drill down into any document, I haven’t got a discharge summary but this is what they look likeWhat’s cool is its available to anyone involved in the care As a GP I usually get these summaries straight into my CIS but the community pharmacist, physio and speech therapist don’t 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the meaningful end of the document its easy to read on the screen but a little hard to show on a PowerPoint slide sorry 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And you can view all these documents though conformant clinical information systems too this is Best Practice 
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System Overview 

Provider Registration 

What’s new  

Consumer Registration 

Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Release one was consumer registration, release two was provider registration and CIS integration So what’s coming up next



Release three  
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Scheduled for May 2013 
 
o Ability to display Consolidated Medicare data in Clinical 

Information Systems 
o Support for Contracted Service Providers 
o Mobile gateway to allow access to the PCEHR via mobile 

devices 
o The child development information based on NSW 

eBlueBook 
o Integration of the National Prescribe and Dispense 

Repository 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PCEHR release three is due in May and includes  Ability to display Consolidated Medicare Overview or View data in the Clinical Information Systems, all the data in one document  Support for Contracted Service Providers – for providers of clinical system in the cloud eg MMEX to connect to the PCEHR Mobile gateway to allow access to the PCEHR via mobile devices The child development information based on NSW eBlueBook Integration of the National Prescribe and Dispense RepositoryWe are levering the value form the eHealth Sites projects Medview and NSW BluebookMedicines management provides 38% of all benefits from eHealth (source NEHTA Value Model) and Mothers and newborns are a key target group for the PCEHR Indeed per capita Mothers and newborns receive most benefit from eHealth too though overall older Australians and people with chronic complex health problems get the most benefit overall (source Benefits Evaluation Partner)The Child eHealth Record will roll out initially in Western Sydney but the intent is to make this functionality available more broadly as soon as practical National infrastructure will be available from around May with CIS integration as part of vendors product delivery cycles through the year �



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what the Child eHealth Record looks like its built and being tested right now



Child eHealth Record Smartphone Views 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is the smart phone viewWith views that allow the user to see summary information about the childto monitor and record growth measurements And record Health Check Questionnaire resultsAnd is also able to deliver health prompts such as Pertussis and Measles alerts among other functions 



National Prescribe & Dispense Repository 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is the prescribe and dispense repository which provides a view of prescriptions and dispenses sent up through conformant software And its searchable and can be viewed by a number of screen The information is also a lot deeper than the PBS data including dose and instructions and is loaded into the record through the electronic transmission of the prescription 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if this looks exciting like something you want to be involved in and you want more information this is the place to goeHealth.gov.au and take the link to the learning centre There is a section for consumers and a section for health professionals Thank you 
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System Overview 

Provider Registration 

What’s new  

Consumer Registration 

Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now if we have time I’m happy to take questions?


